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ESSAYS

Tranimacies and Affective Trans Embodiment in Nina
Arsenault’s Silicone Diaries and Cassils’s Becoming
an Image

By Ana Horvat

ABSTRACT
In Nina Arsenault’s Silicone Diaries and Cassils’s Becoming an Image, the artists
perform trans embodiment through engaging with the animacy of silicone and
clay. Arsenault and Cassils work toward defining trans embodiment as affective
entanglements with (in)animate objects and foreground trans agency, creation,
and movement.

In trans memoir, embodiment has been represented and discussed primarily
through the medicalized lens of hormonal or surgical changes; however,
many writers and artists challenge the medical model as the dominant way of
representing trans bodies.1 Two such performances, Nina Arsenault’s Silicone
Diaries and Cassils’s Becoming an Image, perform trans embodiment in ways
that follow and subvert established narratives about trans bodies. Arsenault
creates an experience of trans embodiment through a love-affair with silicone,
while Cassils displaces the transitioning body onto a block of clay. Arsenault
and Cassils foreground trans agency and desire through autobirths: acts not
contained in the body producing another body but intra-actions between
human and nonhuman that trigger transformative experiences. In their
emphasis on connectivity and affect, Arsenault’s and Cassils’s autobirths rely
on the animacy of objects, silicone and clay, to challenge the interiority and
fixity of trans embodiment.

Intra-Actions and Entanglements with Affective Objects

As my framework for the analysis of affective objects, I will follow Karen
Barad’s idea of agential realism, an approach that “takes account of the fact
that the forces at work in the materialization of bodies are not only social”
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(Meeting 33). Barad suggests “intra-action,” or recognizing “that distinct
agencies do not precede, but rather emerge through, their intra-action,” as a
substitute for interaction (33). If transness is negotiated through the process
and labor of relationality, then the settling of one in an endless series of these
processes is what comes to define trans embodiment. Intra-actions allow for
the porosity and malleability of bodies involved in “entanglements,” which
Barad defines as connections taking into consideration agential realist ontol-
ogy “with all its requisite refigurings of causality, materiality, agency, dynam-
ics, and topological reconfigurings” (160). For Barad, entanglements imply a
transformation of all participants of an encounter. Taking up entanglements
in relation to transness, in a later article, Barad explicitly connects agential
realism to transness and defines matter as “a wild exploration of trans� ani-
macy, self-experimentationsj self-re-creations … in a radical undoing of ‘self,’
of individualism” (“Transmaterialities” 411). In my reading of trans artists
and their malleable (trans) objects, I will argue that Arsenault’s and Cassils’s
performances work toward a definition of trans embodiment as affective
entanglements with (in)animate objects through autobirths, or events of self-
creation that rely on intra-actions with objects.

In Silicone Diaries, Nina Arsenault recalls and performs her intra-actions
with silicone throughout her life. Arsenault’s relationship with silicone
changes throughout the performance, and the silicone, always animate, shifts
from being dangerous, to an object of religious reverence, to sexualized, and
finally—to irrelevancy. During the performance, either Arsenault or a voice-
over tells her story to the audience while a screen behind her projects different
images of the artist as a child and in various stages of transformation. In the
scene of the first silicone injection, in which Simone, a trans woman, adminis-
ters the illegal, free-flowing silicone, Arsenault sits on a chair and mimics the
insertion of the needle with hand gestures and heavy breathing. Structurally,
the injection scene functions as an autobirth or an event of self-creation that
the animate silicone enables.

Becoming an Image follows Cassils’s intra-actions with a two-thousand-
pound clay block and the resulting transformations of both bodies. Through
the intra-action of the artist’s body and the clay, which the artist molds with
punches and kicks, the performance dramatizes the process of embodiment
instead of its result. After this durational performance, which takes place in a
dark room and shows the artist illuminated only in brief moments by the
flash of the camera, the resultant clay sculpture remains on display in a
gallery. The original performance, held at the ONE archive in Los Angeles,
was commissioned to commemorate anti-LGBTQ violence and specifically
the often-silenced T and Q of the acronym. Becoming an Image was originally
“intended to be site-specific, a one-off, but is now conceived of as a work in
process, a becoming without envisioned end” (Chare and Willis 267). An
autobiographical reading of this performance, in all of its iterations, opens it
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up for an exploration of trans affect and embodiment rather than only
violence.

Trans Affects and Animacies

Trans affect connects Spinozan and Deleuzoguattarian imaginings of the
body as having malleable boundaries and trans scholarship that challenges
conceptions of trans bodies as defined by interiority and dysphoria. Melissa
Gregg and Gregory J. Seigworth define affect as “forces of encounter” and
bodies as “not defined by an outer skin envelope or other surface boundary
but by their potential to reciprocate or co-participate in the passages of affect”
(2). Barad takes up the same idea through intra-activity, which makes deter-
minate “boundaries and properties of components of phenomena,” such as
bodies (Meeting 139). Similarly, trans studies turn to affect theory as a way of
challenging the concept of interiority and instead focusing on connections
between trans bodies and the world. Rather than a dependence on dysphoria,
an internal wrong feeling, we can understand trans affect as empathy, a high
capacity for compassion, and identification with the body’s surroundings, as
Lucas Crawford imagines (166). Correspondingly, Susan Stryker thinks of
trans bodies as becoming relational to other bodies and the spaces they
inhabit. Stryker envisions the body as “a psychically bounded space or con-
tainer that becomes energetically open through the break of its surface—a
rupture experienced as interior movement, a movement that becomes genera-
tive as it encloses and invests in a new space” (“Dungeon” 45). Adopting an
affective view of the body, Arsenault’s and Cassils’s work conceptualizes the
body in material-affective terms, as identifying with the bodies surrounding
them and as blurring the limits between the artists’ bodies and their respective
affective objects. Thinking with Sara Ahmed, I am interested in reading
objects in terms of orientation and acknowledging that “we move toward and
away from objects depending on how we are moved by them” (29). However,
by objects I mean, in this essay, to reference (in)animate matter rather than
objects as a term that extends to humans or social bodies.

Animacy, or, the theory of (in)animate substances having life and possibil-
ities of intra-acting, stems from discussions of the nonhuman and animality.
If the categories of human and animal are not natural but are socially con-
structed, then the division between human and object is equally unstable.
Trans studies turn to animality and animacy is a way of intersectionally align-
ing transness with others oppressed by all varieties of constructed borders but
is also a way of reimagining trans bodies as connected to natural entities
rather than seeing trans bodies as unnatural. Myra Hird, a pioneer of trans
animality, explores what transness in other species “might suggest about cul-
tural explanations that implicitly rely upon a naturejculture distinction” (37).
Turning from examples of animal transness to taking animality into trans
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bodies, Eva Hayward points to embodied connections between transfeminine
bodies and the animal world through Premarin, a feminizing hormone
derived from the urine of a pregnant mare (225). Hayward thus defines trans-
ness as “relational in terms of social, economic, and political milieus as well as
spatial, affective, and speciated registers” (225). For Hird and Hayward, find-
ing transness in the animal and the animal in transness are ways of disman-
tling the idea of trans as a monstrous, animal-like other deviating from the
cisnormative body. Correspondingly, Eva Hayward and Jami Weinstein argue
that “the animal turn has enabled creatures to migrate from the margins to
the center of theoretical interrogatives” and “a similar claim can be made for
transgender or trans� lives” (196). The animal turn, as a rejection of anthro-
pocentrism and an embracing of everything deemed nonhuman, also neces-
sarily expands to animacies and considerations of what is alive.

Pushing the border between animal and human to include also inanimate
matter, Mel Y. Chen defines animacy as “a specific kind of affective and mate-
rial construct” that is “not only nonneutral in relation to animals, humans,
and living and dead things, but is shaped by race and sexuality” (5). In a
recent issue of the Angelaki journal, Eliza Steinbock and her coauthors
expand the trans turn to animalities to include tranimacies, and they define
the term as blending together “transgender, animal, animacy, [and] intima-
cies” (1). Taking their cue from Hayward’s and Chen’s discussions of the role
of affect in animacy, trans scholars consider the possibilities of not just how
human discourse shapes the animal as nonhuman but also how intra-actions
between human bodies and inanimate substances shape and redefine the sur-
faces of bodies. Although tranimalities and tranimacies are similar terms, tra-
nimacies is a term closer to the analysis of silicone and clay because it allows
for an exploration of the inorganic as animate.

Drawing on discussions of trans animacy and affect, and invocations of
trans autobirth, I propose that Arsenault’s and Cassils’s performances offer
an expansion of trans affect beyond compassion and identifications with
other humans and toward defining trans as reaching out to and through the
(in)animate. Trans bodies orient themselves toward certain kinds of (in)ani-
mate objects that they identify with because of shared characteristics. For
Arsenault and Cassils, silicone and clay are trans objects because they share
with trans bodies characteristics of malleability, fluidity, and the ability to
shape-shift while remaining the same substance. Silicone is trans because of
the history of its use among trans women; clay is trans because of its meta-
phorical use in trans memoir. In searching for examples of transness in mat-
ter, sometimes we need to look no further than objects circulating in trans
communities and represented or performed in trans cultural production.

Transness is not the only attribute that enables us to read objects as ani-
mate, then, but art objects can become animate through various kinds of intra-
actions with human bodies. In observing the remnant sculpture from Cassils’s
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Becoming an Image, Amelia Jones notes the animacy of the clay as a repository
of the “silent labor” that shaped it during the performance (22). Marlis
Schweitzer and Joanne Zerdy are similarly concerned with temporality through
a “theatrical object’s production history and circulation” and what they can
“teach us about the movements of ideas, languages, and bodies at specific times
and places” (2). In my consideration of silicone and clay, I will not read the
substances through circulation or as repositories of history or past affects,
approaches that still imagine objects as human tools, but will instead read the
artists’ intra-actions with the substances as mutual exchanges.

Thinking with the relevance of objects in trans art and their potential for
animacy, Jeanne Vaccaro suggests the term “non-predictive gender” to
describe “a process in which predetermination of gender identity or expres-
sion is neither possible nor desirable” (256). Relating sculpture to trans
embodiment, Vaccaro works toward “a theory of embodiment that does not
seek totality or coherence of self, precisely because legible subjectivity is an
unwanted and often impossible achievement for many gender variant people”
(256). In performance, the role of the objects becomes more than a represen-
tation of embodiment; nonpredictive embodiment is performed over and
over and can therefore also be read as endless becomings. Borrowing from
Vicky Kirby’s “corporeography,” Vaccaro defines “trans-corporeography” as a
“body in composition with itself, engaged in an autonomous process and
choreographic labor, and foreground[s] transformation or transformative pro-
cesses that are not the result of intervention” (255). Arsenault’s and Cassils’s
relationships with their respective objects perform trans-corporeographies in
that they foreground nonsurgical and nonhormonal transformations; how-
ever, the processes are not fully autonomous. Rather than making sculptures
that represent trans embodiments, the artists dramatize trans embodiment as
entanglements with (in)animate substances and their potentials.

Intra-actions with the inanimate are ways of claiming imaginings and rep-
resentations of trans bodies and relate to the connection between the body
and language through the importance of self-naming and self-creation in
trans studies. Trans and trans� are both abbreviated versions of transgender
and function as umbrella terms for a range of trans identities that do not
match the gender assigned at birth. Trans� originated as a way of making
trans more inclusive to nonbinary individuals. It is popular in academic con-
texts and is a “gesture toward the inherently unfinishable combinatorial work
of the trans- prefix” (Stryker and Currah 1). However, the asterisk can also
potentially contribute “to the oppression of some of the most marginalized
members of our community by privileging access to the most up-to-date the-
oretical work around what it means to be trans over actual trans experiences”
(Diamond and Erlick). I choose not to use the asterisk, but I do want to keep
the asterisk’s move toward making connections outside the body.
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Through trans studies’ commitment to intersectionality and interdisciplin-
arity, the term trans surely does go beyond an identity category in the way
Stryker and Currah imagine; yet this “combinatorial work” should not be
divorced from the context of trans identity (1). Turning trans into a purely
linguistic metaphor unattached to embodied experiences of trans people risks
rendering everything trans is attached to meaningless. Being trans is indivisi-
ble from experiences of being in the body; nevertheless, conceptualizing the
body in a Deleuzoguattarian sense of infinite connectivity rather than dys-
phoria contained in the body’s interiority expands the scope of trans
autojbiography. Arsenault and Cassils use objects to perform transformative
experiences in ways that are unconventional to trans memoir (not involving
surgery or hormones); and yet, it is important to still read their performances
as including the term trans. It is only by acknowledging aspects of trans auto-
biographical acts that do not foreground transition that we can validate the
complexity of trans lives. Discussing the importance of objects in trans lives
is one way of acknowledging this complexity.

Silicone and Clay as Manifestations of Race, Class, and Agency

Arsenault and Cassils orient themselves toward objects relevant for trans the-
ory and make deliberate choices in not turning toward testosterone or estro-
gen, which are the inanimate substances most associated with trans people.
Silicone is most commonly used in breast implants, but some people use free-
flowing silicone to enhance lips, cheekbones, and hips or buttocks. These pro-
cedures are commonplace among trans and cisgender women alike and can
be performed in plastic surgeons’ offices but are also often administered ille-
gally. As the recent death of a trans teen, Symone Jones, demonstrates, these
illegal injections can cause fatal complications (Ennis). The popularity of
underground silicone injections and nonprescription hormones is at heart a
race and a class issue.

Academic studies of silicone malfunctions still predominantly take up only
white, middle-class women’s implant complications. Free-flowing silicone
malfunctions and deaths of trans women and (trans) women of color do not
make mainstream media headlines and are classified as a minority problem.
This logic perpetuates trans necropolitics. If disfiguration and death affect
only people who are designated as less than human, then that justifies the
lack of attention and intervention. As Chen notes, in the 2007 Chinese lead-
panic, Chinese-made toys prompted media coverage racializing lead in ways
comparable to yellow-peril propaganda. Like any toxin, Chens asserts, “per-
haps especially because it is not alive, [lead] can be detached and reattached
to diverse cultural and biological forms” and is readily racialized, commonly
as nonwhite (186). Similarly, silicone in implants is often racialized as white,
whereas free-flowing silicone is associated with nonwhiteness and transness,
and that racialization has deadly consequences.
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Unlike silicone, clay is more of a metaphorical than a practical substance,
and trans life writers like Lili Elbe take it up for its qualities of malleability.
Elbe’s memoir links clay to rebirth. In Lili: A Portrait of the First Sex Change,2

Elbe is in a Pygmalion-like relationship with her sculptor-doctor and
describes herself “like clay which others had prepared and to which the Pro-
fessor has given form and life by a transient touch” (1816). The reference to
clay is a reference to sculpture, creation in the Judeo-Christian sense of God
making Adam from clay, and a birth-scene that involves a mother and a new-
born. In another reference to birth, Elbe takes sole credit for her self-creation.
Elbe writes that her confessions would one day make her “the first person
who was not born unconsciously through a mother’s travail, but fully con-
sciously through her own pangs” (2927). In this second quote, Elbe discards
the doctor as mother and envisions herself as both mother and child. In Elbe’s
memoir, clay helps to envision the body as a malleable substance and there-
fore naturalizes gender-confirmation surgery. However, it is even more
important in terms of who gets to be the sculptor. There is no doctor molding
the clay in Cassils’s performance; rather, Cassils is the sculptor and, as a proxy
body, also the clay sculpture. Replacing the doctor as the sculptor of trans
bodies, in Elbe’s as in Cassils’s and Arsenault’s work, is a powerful demon-
stration of trans agency over embodiment.

Trans agency in cultural production links back to the need to control trans
visibility in the media. Trans-celebrity memoirs, such as Christine Jorgensen:
A Personal Autobiography, aim to counter a trans person’s portrayal in the
media as scandalous or freakish, and the act of writing a memoir serves as
taking control over trans representation. From a more political perspective,
Dan Irving argues that “in the present context of neoliberal democracy, trans
individuals must demonstrate themselves to be deserving of rights to self-
determination to garner public support,” which is often “accomplished
through engaging in ‘hegemonic bargains’ with others located in more privi-
leged echelons of society” (375). As one such bargain, Irving points to exam-
ples of trans men who represent themselves as “self-made men,” adopting the
language of both capitalism and American working-class men (375). Provid-
ing an example of trans self-representation that challenges hegemonic bar-
gains, Stryker calls for a trans reappropriation of the terms “creature,”
“monster,” and “unnatural” and argues that “unlike the monster, [trans peo-
ple] often successfully cite the culture’s visual norms of gendered embodi-
ment” (“My” 256). This citation, Stryker asserts, becomes “a subversive
resistance when, through a provisional use of language, we verbally declare
the unnaturalness of our claim to the subject positions we nevertheless
occupy” (“My” 256). In both Irving’s and Stryker’s examples, citations of
visual norms are at the same time conforming, subversive, and political.

Although we often discuss transness in relation to cisgender norms, certain
norms, such as whiteness and a middle-class background, remain dominant
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within representations and performances of transness. Whiteness is too often
taken for granted in mapping the field of trans cultural production. The per-
formances of autobirths in Arsenault’s and Cassils’s work do not prioritize
race, but it is nevertheless important to acknowledge the potential reproduc-
tion of normative whiteness that this omission facilitates. As white subjects,
Arsenault and Cassils do not have to engage with what Jin Haritaworn and C.
Riley Snorton call trans necropolitics. Trans necropolitics rests on the premise
that activist groups made up of mostly white, middle-class queers use the
murders of predominantly trans(feminine) people of color as “the fuel and
the raw material” for action (68). Nevertheless, we cannot equate trans artists
such as Arsenault and Cassils to cisgender people profiting off the deaths of
other trans people. Arsenault’s and Cassils’s work does implicitly touch upon
race through class: Arsenault discusses her background as a camgirl and a sex
worker, and Cassils constructs the clay sculpture as a monument to the mur-
dered members of the LGBTQ community.

Tying race to class, Bobby Noble suggests that “whiteness comes into visi-
bility as whiteness when it is articulated through class” (249). Although
Arsenault is white, the necessity of engaging in sex-work earlier in life to pay
for her transition positions her as what Noble calls “off-white,” or white peo-
ple whose less privileged, lower-class status makes them more distant from
whiteness functioning as privilege (249). The first silicone-injection scene in
Silicone Diaries also makes class an issue, considering that the agency Arsen-
ault gains through bypassing the medical establishment stems primarily from
financial necessity. In Cassils’s performance, the clay stands in for the bodies
of murdered trans people that affect Cassils’s own performance of autobirth.
The fact that white artists get to perform rebirth and be continuously reborn
through each new performance while the lives of many trans women of color
are cut short, and rebirth, or even life, are denied as options, is no coinci-
dence. Nevertheless, Cassils is not in the potentially exploitative position that
Haritaworn and Snorton take up. Rather, through the clay standing in for the
murdered bodies, Cassils keeps shedding light on trans necropolitics through
each new performance.

Although a critique of white privilege and class privilege may be partial
and implicit in these works, Arsenault’s and Cassils’s performances do posi-
tion themselves as challenging traditions in trans autobiographical writing in
terms of other staples such as the wrong-body narrative, troubled childhood,
secrecy, and surgery or hormones as the climax and resolution of the story.
Cassils’s performance rejects the narrative model of trans autobiographical
representation, and with it, the narrative conventions, whereas Arsenault
incorporates the narrative flow of discovery but repositions it to follow her
love of silicone rather than her dysphoria. Becoming an Image, a more
abstract performance, contains no dialogue and has no references to
childhood, dysphoria, or the medical but instead focuses on the artist’s
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relationship with clay. In Silicone Diaries, dialogue and a chronological
tracking of life-events are a prominent part of the performance. Even so,
Arsenault does not position surgery as the climax or resolution but sees
herself as a continuous work in progress. The ideal, for Arsenault, is not
to have a female body, but instead, to embody an unreal, plastic, hyperfe-
minine beauty.

Entanglements with Silicone as Self-Creation

In Silicone Diaries, Arsenault takes up embodiment in relation to silicone, an
animate and dangerous substance (Figure 1). When free-flowing silicone

Figure 1 . Promotional image of Nina Arsenault for The Silicone Diaries. (Photo by David
Hawe, Toronto, ON. Courtesy of Buddies in Bad Times Theatre.)
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intra-acts with the body, the encounter can result in potential complications:
if the needle hits a vein, the silicone can travel to the heart, brain, or lungs,
causing a stroke, a heart attack, or the lungs to drown in silicone. There are
also two distinct kinds of silicone. Medical-grade silicone is safer, whereas
industrial silicone, which is “like bathroom caulking,” gets “hard and lumpy
inside women’s bodies” and can result in amputations (Arsenault 212).
Arsenault describes industrial silicone and its cheap substitute, mineral oil, as
not compatible with the body because they are too willful: too slippery, leaky,
and shape-shifting and something that the body “can’t hold it in place”
because the silicone becomes “enmeshed in the organic tissue” and “There is
no real way to get it out” (Arsenault 212). Simone’s free-flowing, medical-
grade silicone, although safer than industrial silicone, is also animate and
wants to “leak back out of the injection holes” (Arsenault 214). To prevent
the willful silicone from escaping, the women need to shut the needle punctu-
res with superglue and a cotton ball. Although the willfulness of the silicone
connotes danger, it is also a prerequisite for intra-actions with the body.

Arsenault’s initial framing of the animate silicone as dangerous invites a
comparison with the concept of contagion, or the spreading of a disease from
one organism to another. Contagion assumes that the body one encounters is
parasitic, but as Arsenault shows, silicone is not imagined in such simplistic
terms. In a similar way, Chen rejects the contagion explanation and invokes
Anton de Bary’s theory of symbiosis to reframe toxicity, a coexistence with a
potentially harmful substance, as mutualistic rather than parasitic (205). This
approach acknowledges the coexistence of the body and a substance rather
than framing the body as passive, a patient, or a victim. Although the silicone
initially seems like a harmful and unnecessary substance, Arsenault’s attitude
toward the silicone changes when she frames the moment of injection as sex-
ual and as a birth, and the silicone as a welcome addition to her body.

The moment of encounter between Arsenault and the silicone is an act of
autobirth that functions as a metaphor for trans self-creation and agency
(Figure 2). Arsenault and the silicone entangle in making an Arsenault 2.0, a
version of the artist performing collaborative embodiment. References to
“Lamaze-style breathing,” a kind of “vigour[ous]” breathing that one is sup-
posed to engage in during birth, are the anchor for the birth reading (Arsen-
ault 212). Simone plays the part of midwife, operating with DIY instruments
such as an orange turkey-baster and a Coke bottle to hold the silicone, and
Arsenault performs the part of the mother. In terms of agency and the power
of creation, Arsenault is the participant who exerts the most labor through
suffering pain and negotiating that pain through breathing. What is born
through Arsenault’s body is not another body that exits her body but a body
that enters—a reverse birth or even a conception.

References to birth are a common rite of passage in trans narratives in
which the day of the first hormone-injection, or in Arsenault’s case, a
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silicone-injection, is often referred to as a birthday. J. Paul Halferty also notes
birth-imagery as a recurring trope in Arsenault’s work. Referring to
Arsenault’s self-portraits in the Liminoid Series, Halferty compares the image
of a bloody Arsenault propped up on an examination chair to ORLAN’s self-
portraits, entitled Body Sculpture (1964–1967), in which she “gives birth to
her beloved self” (38). ORLAN uses birth and transsexuality to describe her
transformations into images of female beauty in art, whereas Arsenault plays
on the pervasive idea of transsexuality as a metaphor for change and employs
birth as a mode not only of achieving unreal ideals of beauty but also of taking
back agency over her body, which gets used as a metaphor.

Figure 2 . Promotional image of Nina Arsenault for The Silicone Diaries. (Photo by Tanja-
Tiziana, Toronto, ON. Courtesy of Buddies in Bad Times Theatre.)
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Trans theory also invokes birth as a metaphor for self-creation. Barad takes up
Stryker’s essay, “My Words to Victor Frankenstein,” in which Stryker contrasts
her partner’s process of delivering a baby to “a painful birthing of transgender
rage that becomes, in turn, the womb through which she rebirths herself” (Barad,
“Transmaterialities” 393). Connecting birth with the trans body and animacy,
Barad takes the ideas of a productive “chaos and blackness” and the “anarchic
womb” as the “matrix for generative nonheterosexual-reproductive birthing”
and queer self-birthing of electrons (“Transmaterialities” 393). Stryker imagines
the notion of a trans birth not through a personal bodily transformation but
through an emotional transformation sparked by witnessing the pain of birth
and the pain of not having a womb. Barad compares trans birth to the birth of
particles. Electrons, Barad explains, (re)birth themselves in their engagement
with all others, not as an act of self-birthing but as an ongoing re-creating
that is an unjdoing of itself (“Transmaterialities” 401). The process of creating
electrons is not a result of a mating of cells producing a third cell but a process of
a single cell creating a new cell and then reabsorbing it. The process of an
electron “exchanging a virtual photon with itself” is, according to Barad, a
self-creation through self-touching and a link to Stryker’s queer self-birth
(“Transmaterialities” 401). This alternative mode of labor taken up by Stryker
and Barad resembles the kinds of birth taken up by Arsenault and Cassils.

Although Arsenault does not administer the silicone herself, designating
the needle as an invisible lover echoes self-touching and points to a kind of
trans birth, a form of nonheterosexual, nonreproductive creation. Reading
the injection-scene as a scene of conception accounts for the liveness and
movement of the silicone and highlights the role of the silicone in the encoun-
ter. Arsenault describes the contact as producing mixed feelings of pleasure
and fear: “The needle only stings a bit going in, but when the silicone is flood-
ing into my hips I can feel the muscle stretched. Almost torn” (214). Hinting
at the previous scene, which covers Arsenault’s experiences as a camgirl, the
needle becomes almost phallic as the animate silicone floods her muscles.
Arsenault plays with the double entendre of having her “boy holes”—“the lit-
tle indentations men have between their hips and ass”—filled with silicone
(214). The word flood implies an uncontrollable and rapid motion of a liquid
substance, whereas the desire for the silicone functions as the creative force
triggering bodily transformation.

Arsenault sexualizes the silicone but also sees it as an object of reverence
capable of exhibiting spiritual qualities. When Arsenault’s friend holds the
bottle of silicone up to the light, she looks at it in awe and says, “It’s clear. It’s
sparkly. We love it” (214). The act of raising the silicone resembles a Catholic
priest raising a communion-wafer in the air to bless it before consuming it
and giving it to others to consume. As a communion-wafer transubstantiates
from bread to the body of Christ, the silicone similarly morphs from a clear
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liquid into a substance with the ability to give a transcendental experience but
also into the body of a divine, invisible lover.

Although the silicone fills a certain void and is sensual, it also takes away
sensation. In an e-mail to Judith Rudakoff, Arsenault writes, “the sensations I
feel, the sensations I am in dialogue with tell me with each breath what is
human and what is absent within me. I can feel it all the time. I feel these
nothing spaces within me where I have no sensation” (Rudakoff 5). Here,
rather than filling a void, the silicone becomes the void, and the absence of
sensation resembles an absence of the human. There is no simplistic binary
in which the artist casts the human as positive and the artificial as negative,
but the choice of language does point to a certain melancholy state in which
the silicone might exist. Acceptance is a journey for Arsenault; however, the
linear trans narrative of body-modification resulting in happiness is dis-
rupted. Instead of a clear division into before and after, the body becomes a
continuous work in progress, a series of becomings, not necessarily striving
for a final emotional or physical goal.

Consistent with the idea of continuous becoming, in the last segment of
the performance the interest in silicone dissipates when Arsenault refocuses
her attention on her exercise-bike. On the bike, Arsenault discovers an alter-
native way of relating on her body and begins to reanimate her organic parts
through movement. Forces of blood and breath replace the animate silicone
as the primary vehicle of trans embodiment. The fact that the silicone ulti-
mately loses importance and is not the final element in the artist’s process of
eternal transformations subverts a linear trans narrative of bodily completion.
Intra-actions with the silicone are just one in a series of encounters that influ-
ence Arsenault’s embodiment.

Cassils’s Proxy Clay Body

Unlike in Silicone Diaries, where Arsenault needs to perform and narrate the
invisible substance, the materiality of the clay takes center-stage in Cassils’s
performance and functions as a proxy body for Cassils. The clay is the center-
piece of the performance, and its sheer size commands attention (Figure 3).
Whereas Arsenault’s intra-actions with the silicone occur inside the body,
Cassils’s intra-actions with the clay, the mutual shapings of the surfaces of
bodies, are visible to the audience. In relation to Arsenault’s silicone, Cassils’s
clay is also relevant to the artist’s body. Becoming an Image is a kind of body-
art performance in which Cassils’s body is displaced onto the clay. Although
the laboring artist is in constant motion, it is the clay that bears the transfor-
mation that in a trans memoir the trans body would bear. Cassils uses the
clay as a substitute or proxy body that denies the cisgender gaze its tendency
to rest solely on the artist’s gender-ambiguous body. Vaccaro’s idea of non-
predictive gender, a gender that has no planned end-goal, fits well in the
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comparison of sculpture to body (Cassils) and body to sculpture (Arsenault).
The audience in Becoming an Image witnesses Cassils’s labor and the trans-
formation of the clay block; yet the clay-remnant sculpture becomes some-
thing else during every performance because of its unplanned shape.

Becoming an Image is a performance that stages the process of making a
sculpture, and Cassils offers us a glimpse into a labor that must be reima-
gined. Pointing to the relevance of the “remnant sculpture,” Jones explores
the materiality of the clay as a repository for Cassils’s emotion, sweat, and
imprints but also its potential then to exert its own “agential force” (25). For
Jones, it is the remembered labor going into sculptures that makes them

Figure 3 . Cassils, Becoming An Image, Performance Still No. 1 (Edgy Woman Festival,
Montreal, 2013). (Photo: Cassils with Alejandro Santiago. Courtesy of the artist and
Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, New York.)
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“animate in multiple senses” (22). Vaccaro’s and Jones’s accounts of the liven-
ess of objects depend on their own live encounters with the objects. However,
if we shift the focus to the trans autobiographical context, the clay’s potential
for resistance to the attempted molding, as well its willingness to give way to
the pressures of external influences, perform collaborative trans embodiment
with Cassils. Through intra-actions with the clay in multiple performances,
Cassils stages a kind of trans embodiment that is always changing and always
becoming entangled with entities outside the boundaries of the body.

Critics often invoke violence as the primary way of reading the animacy
and malleability of Cassils’s clay. Nicholas Chare and Ika Willis identify
“being subject to representational violence” as a key theme in Becoming an
Image and see the performance as a “commentary on the experience of being
imaged by the non-trans identified, regarded through stereotypes and mis-
conceptions” (273). Eliza Steinbock similarly notes that the flash of the cam-
era striking the audience’s eyes is meant to represent “all the senseless
invisible violence” trans people face, and that the flash “forces upon a body
an unelicited, violent sensation of becoming an image” (261–62). The audi-
ence is also “subject to flying sweat and debris from the clay, the panting
sounds of the fighter, his shuffling movement” (Steinbock 262). Cassils
manipulates the audience’s senses to disorient them and make the experience
interactive. At the same time, the flashes of the camera can also speak to the
fragmentary nature of (mis)understanding transness; the disorientation of
the audience is not only an assault but also a process of dismantling precon-
ceived ideas of what constitutes the trans experience and trans body ideals.

The violence perpetrated on the body of the clay is not only physical vio-
lence but also the violence of body-ideals, an emphasis that places Cassils’s
performance as stemming from the legacy of feminist body-art. Chare and
Willis read the initial pyramid shape of the clay as a metaphor for “the vio-
lence of ‘visual and morphological criteria’ to which transpeople are expected
to conform” (278). If the pyramid shape represents gender classification and
the visual ideal of a gendered body, then Cassils’s destruction of the clay
shape is a refusal to conform to the ideal of trans masculinity. Becoming an
Image takes inspiration from Eleanor Antin’s performance Carving: A Tradi-
tional Sculpture, in which the artist follows a strict weight-loss regime to com-
ment on the ideal female body. Like Antin, Cassils embodies the ideal body to
critique the violence and labor that go into obtaining such a body. In this per-
formance, though, we cannot track Cassils’s shifting attitude toward the clay
as clearly as we could with Arsenault’s self-reflexive descriptions of the sili-
cone, but we can theorize its centrality in the performance. As in Silicone Dia-
ries, the animacy of the substance highlights the fluidity, malleability, and
nonpredictiveness of the body, and the moment of encounter functions as a
kind of birth.
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More specifically, if we read Becoming an Image in conjunction with
Arsenault’s descriptions of the silicone injections and surgical scalpel as nar-
ratives of trans birth, we can read the clay as a proxy body born of violence
and patience. The setting of Becoming an Image, dark and damp from the
clay and sweat, is reminiscent of a womb. In contrast with Arsenault’s birth,
which involves the actions of other people, Cassils’s performance seemingly
focuses only on the solitary performer observed by the audience. Shaping the
clay block is reminiscent of a birth-scene in two contexts: Cassils as artist
birthing a work of art into being while simultaneously undergoing a transfor-
mation, and Cassils staging a process of autobirth of the proxy trans body. In
the latter reading, Cassils takes on the role of Arsenault’s Simone, a midwife,
who administers a transformative substance ontojinto the trans body. Here,
the substance is not silicone but Cassils’s own productive and violent energy.

Breathing is again an important aspect of the birth metaphor and a mani-
festation of the movements of energy between body and clay. Cassils is a for-
mer semipro boxer who also took lessons from a professional Muay Thai
boxer for three weeks before the first performance, which accounts for the
boxing-match structure of the performance (Figure 4). The performance is an
“all-out attack” lasting until the artist’s body runs out of oxygen, or is “gassed
out” (Steinbock 254). The breathing technique Cassils uses is the boxer
breathing technique, in which breathing is “much faster and sharper than
through the mouth—which means you can move faster if you exhale through
the nose” (Johnny N.). Arsenault, conversely, uses Lamaze breathing because
it relaxes and slows down the body. The different breathing style produces
the effect of a more violent birth-scene. In Arsenault’s birth-scene, the excite-
ment of the event manifests in feelings of sexual pleasure, whereas in Cassils’s
performance, excitement manifests as adrenaline and endorphins. Just as the
pleasurable sensations in Arsenault’s body mute the pain of the injections, we
can imagine that Cassils’s body experiences a mixture of muscle fatigue, pain,
and the pleasure of the endorphin rush.

The birth-scene in Silicone Diaries mixes sexuality, pleasure, and pain,
whereas Cassils’s birth is, at first glance, missing the aspects of sexualization
and an imaginary lover. Arsenault does overtly sexualize the silicone and
references penetration; however, Cassils’s nude, muscular body emitting
grunts and breathing heavily is sexual in a subtler way. Chare and Willis note,
for example, that “the artist’s chiseled physique can be subject to possessive
voyeurism, providing strong material for muscle fantasies” (281). The fact
that in reviews of Cassils’s performances, Cassils’s muscular body is rarely
considered sexual speaks to the fact that masculinity is read as sexualized less
than femininity.

Sexual or not, Cassils’s nudity foregrounds the muscles, which are a mani-
festation of the artist’s labor and through which energy passes into the clay.
The marks made on the clay reflect the lines of Cassils’s muscles, the wetness
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of the clay reflects the sweat on Cassils’s body, and the changing shape of the
clay block mimics the contraction and increasing rigidity of the muscles.
While in Silicone Diaries, Arsenault’s (internal) muscle is stretched, almost
torn, and filled by the silicone, the tissue of the clay similarly gives way to the
pressures of Cassils’s fists and feet. Invoking Kathy Acker’s musings on what
“the process of weightlifting might tell us about violence in art,” Steinbock
notes that when “muscle is broken down in a controlled fashion and repaired
with rest and nutrients it will grow back larger than before” (266). Cassils’s
rigorous physical training also suggests a productive mode of violence in that
muscles must fail in order to grow (Steinbock 253). Similarly, in her analysis

Figure 4. Cassils, Becoming An Image, Performance Still No. 2 (Edgy Woman Festival,
Montreal, 2013). (Photo: Cassils with Alejandro Santiago. Courtesy of the artist and
Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, New York.)
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of Cassils’s promotional YouTube video, Lianne McTavish links the tech-
nique of muscle failure to Cassils’s statement that “you have to break things
down to build things up” and reads the literal tearing of the muscle as a “a
groundbreaking corporeal situation” (31). More than just productive, then,
muscle failure can also be transformative and pleasurable because it results in
a release of endorphins. Although the performance might emphasize the vio-
lent aspects of the experience, there are other, pleasurable, exciting, and trans-
formative effects of the intra-actions with the clay that remain unilluminated.

Intra-actions emerge on the level not only of bodies but also of intertextu-
ality and reshaping the work of antecedents to stress self-creation. Adopting
feminist frameworks of criticizing body-ideals for trans performance, Cassils
reworks Antin’s performance, whereas Arsenault reworks ORLAN’s perfor-
mance. In reference to another kind of antecedent, we can trace the idea of
shaping clay to Judeo-Christian mythology. Reworking the creation myth in
which God sculpts the first man, Adam, out of clay and in his own image,
Cassils takes up clay as expressing gender fluidity rather than God’s will and
sculpts the clay block into a body, not like Cassils’s own in terms of appear-
ance but in terms of bulging muscle and sweat. Clay, as Chare and Willis
note, is associated with mythological creation. The Hebrew word for Adam is
related to the term “aw-damh-ah,” meaning “red earth” or clay (Chare and
Willis 279). Clay is the “Ur-medium for sculpture, associated with the genesis
of bodies,” but it is also a medium in which many gender-nonconforming
sculptures were made (279). The fact that Cassils’s performance leaves the
clay unfinished or abstract instead of in human form is a parallel to the state
of Cassils’s own body, whose trans masculinity is achieved through exercise
and weight-lifting instead of hormones and surgery. Considering that trans
memoirs often conclude or begin with surgery, the absence of surgery is a
deliberate performance of an unfinished project of trans embodiment. In the
act of creating a body out of clay, Cassils takes on the role of God and self-
creator. Both embodying and refusing to yield to the ideal form or a mascu-
line body in its cisgender iteration of entirety, and by intra-acting with the
shape of the clay, Cassils asserts the necessity of self-determination in trans
embodiment.

The clay demonstrates a nonpredictive gender because there is no fixed
plan for what the clay will look like at the end of the performance. Consider-
ing that Cassils also refuses a linear narrative of transformation from female
to male body and chooses to focus on the in-between space of a gender-
ambiguous body, the malleability of the clay is a deliberate choice. Similarly,
Arsenault’s silicone demonstrates a nonpredictive gender through its threat
to leak out of the puncture hole, to solidify, or to mold into unwanted shapes.
The nonpredictability depends on the agency of the material; without its ani-
macy and its status as a willful, agential body that intra-acts with the artist’s
body, the substance would not be able to perform the fluidity of trans
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embodiment. Such malleability corresponds to the endless process of becom-
ings of the trans body and reflects the process of trans embodiment as nonlin-
ear, continuous, and infinite. Silicone and clay are objects that carry historical
importance for trans communities, and their characteristics of malleability
and fluidity make it possible to deem those objects trans. Arsenault and Cas-
sils orient themselves toward and identify with these objects because of their
respective shared characteristics. Through their intra-actions, the artists and
substances both transform.

Affective Bonds with (In)Animate Objects: Agency, Creation,
Movement

Trans performances, with their focus on intra-actions, use the autobiographi-
cal differently than memoir because they do not rely on repeating the wrong-
body narrative, sometimes eschew narrative altogether, and do not even nec-
essarily prioritize the human. Trans performances thus present an important
avenue for staging trans embodiment. Arsenault and Cassils perform the
autobiographical to dismantle preconceived notions of what trans embodi-
ment should be and enact trans embodiment as relational, collaborative, and
affective. By performing trans embodiment as an autobirth, a process of self-
creation that encompasses accepting and rebelling against gender ideals, find-
ing and remaking forbearers, the artists highlight the importance of trans
self-naming and self-fashioning. Performative autobirths rely on affective
bonds with (in)animate objects and challenge representations of trans bodies
as dysphoric, closed off, and pathological, but also bring into focus the pro-
ductive collaborations of trans autobiographical acts.

University of Alberta

Notes

1. Trans performance has always been linked to the autobiographical, since, as Hed-
don argues, “the majority of artists who use autobiography in their work are mar-
ginalized subjects,” including people of color and queer or trans performers (2).
Early trans performances such as Annie Sprinkle and Les Nichols’s Linda, Les
and Annie, David Harrison’s FTM, and Kate Bornstein’s Hidden: A Gender all
stem from the autobiographical and engage with the medical context. Contempo-
rary trans performances such as Micha Cardenas’s Becoming Dragon, Joey
Hateley’s A: Gender, Ivan Coyote and Rae Spoon’s Gender Failure, and Sean
Dorsey’s Lou are similarly autobiographical but use a variety of approaches,
including dance, musical performance, storytelling, comedy, and virtual game-
play to represent trans experiences and trans embodiment.

2. Elbe’s memoir was first published in 1931 in Danish and in 1933 in English as
Man into Woman: The First Sex Change, edited by Niels Hoyer. Lili: A Portrait
of a Sex Change is the reedited version of the earlier book. Because of its
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posthumous publication and Hoyer’s editing, the book is often considered a biog-
raphy rather than the first trans memoir. However, it is based on Elbe’s writing
and it was Elbe’s intent for Hoyer to act as editor and publish her story, so there
is no reason not to consider it a memoir.
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